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2/6/2010 · FortiGate DNS server. You can create local DNS servers for your network. Depending on your requirements, you can either manually maintain
your entries (primary DNS server), or use it to refer to an outside source (secondary DNS server). A local, primary DNS server requires that you to
manually add all URL and IP address combinations.
Ranging from the FortiGate®-50 series for small businesses to the FortiGate-5000 series for large enterprises, service providers and carriers, the FortiGate
line combines the FortiOS™ security operating system with FortiASIC™ processors and other hardware to
3/1/2019 · FD46419 - Troubleshooting Tip: Fortigate LDAP FD50480 - Troubleshooting Tip: FortiGate LDAP authentication errors FD50479 - Technical
Tip: Configure DDNS for SSL VPN FD39295 - Technical Tip: Transparent mode with VRRP, HSRP or Network Load Balancer FD50478 - Technical Tip:
Configure group based policies for Microsoft Azure SAML users
9/2/2021 · The requested application server sends the user name and password to the first external authentication server (RADIUS, TACACS, LDAP, or
AD). Once the user name and password are validated, the user is prompted for a second level of authentication.

16/9/2021 · Citrix offers a wide range of product editions and licensing models for MPX and VPX appliances, to meet your organization’s need.For proper
operation of a Citrix ADC appliance, it must have one of the Citrix ADC family edition licenses.
19 hours ago · To use Syslog to monitor a Palo Alto Networks device, create a Syslog server profile and assign it to the device log settings for each log
type. A Mideye Server (any release). Download Demisto Add-on for Splunk from Splunkbase.
2/6/2010 · FortiGate models differ principally by the names used and the features available: Naming conventions may vary between FortiGate models. For
example, on some models the hardware switch interface used for the local area network is called lan, while on other units it is called internal.; Certain
features are not available on all models.
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